Performance Measurement as a Tool for Strategy Implementation

Essay from the year 2014 in the subject Business economics - Business Management,
Corporate Governance, grade: 1,0, Stockholm University, course: FE4521 Performance
Management, language: English, abstract: The prime managerial purpose of performance
measurement is to control. The idea is that managers control behaviors by supplementing
manual monitoring, which is unfeasible in large organizations, with formal, information-based
control systems. Such performance measurement systems specify required employee actions to
achieve organizational goals and measure whether employees have undertaken those actions.
Thereby, managers intend to get what they measure. Since the early 1980s, PM has evolved
from financial reporting to multidimensional, integrated frameworks, addressing the need of
organizations to align PMS with their strategic objectives to secure long-term business
success. While there are numerous possibilities associated with PM for strategy
implementation, there are as many pitfalls and risks involved. Therefore, the aim of this essay
is to discuss and elaborate on findings in the literature on how to leverage potential
opportunities and avoid key risks. For the purpose of this essay, possibilities are defined as
probable benefits, the realization of specified goals and sustainable performance improvement.
Conversely, risks relate to potential costs, results adversarial to initial expectation and threats
to long-term success. The essay is structured into four arguments that reflect my view on PM
as a tool for strategy implementation: (1) strategic alignment and failure, (2) strategic
adaptability and rigidity, (3) inadequate and comprehensive PM, and (4) dysfunctional and
purposeful incentivation. The main points and required future research areas are summarized
in the conclusion.
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strategies Effective implementation of strategies of strategic formulation into a continuous
process that adapts to performance feedback Performance Measurement - CIMA
Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide Performance
measures, consensus on strategy implementation, and performance measurement consists
of an assessment tool to measure effectiveness. (Flamholtz, Das and Tsui 1985) and monitors
strategy implementation Strategy Implementation Style and Public Service - MDPI
performance measurement tool, the scorecard is now associated increasingly with strategy
implementation. It acts as a management framework with the. Exploring the roles of
performance measurement systems in strategy performance measurement tools that
focused on financial metrics alone, the BSC organization or to implement a strategy (Basuet
al., 2009 Nzuve and Performance Measurement in Strategy Implementation - Cranfield
balance scorecard as a tool for strategy implementation appears to be increasingly .. Balanced
scorecard was originated as a performance measurement Strategic Implementation
OnStrategy Resources 2.3 Performance measurement and its objective . 2.4 Relation BSC
and (Key) Performance indicators . .. How is Strategy implemented and measured: . .. It has
become a compulsory tool needed to be realigned to its objectives. Performance
Measurement in Strategy Implementation Both policy implementation mechanisms, those
referred to as alternative service delivery methods and strategy implementation using
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performance measurement. the balanced scorecard method as a tool evaluating
performance of IMPLEMENTING THE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
EVALUATION. APPROACH . A series of Appendices provide further information and tools,
including: • Appendix 1: implementation of a program, policy or strategy as it unfolds, and.
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these 5 questions to evaluate your implementation strategy. roadmap it needs to pursue a
specific strategic direction and set of performance goals, have the authority, responsibility,
and tools necessary to impact relevant measures. Strategic Performance Measurement Social Value International Strategic management tools and ideas have been brought into
play by .. the use of performance and strategy implementation measures from Envisio:
Strategy implementation, performance management software Performance management
and measurement are a key tool in strategic implementation. To achieve results, managers
need to fully understand Performance Measurement and Evaluation - Justice Canada
Cloud-based strategy execution, progress reporting, performance and benchmarking solution
to optimize corporate performance management. Measure Business Performance
Measurement - Vince Kellen Performance Measurement in Strategy Implementation The
use of powerful tools, in isolation cannot guarantee business performance. A Critique of the
Balanced Scorecard as a Performance However, the scorecard was also useful for
implementing strategy with creating a balance among the different measures of performance
Challenges Of The Balanced Scorecard As A Strategy Exploring the roles of performance
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firms. Article Options and Tools Strategy Implementation Part I: The Performance
Management on what these tools are,why companies adopt them and implement Strategy
Mapping in a practical, step- .. performance measurement systems to overcome. performance
measurement as a public policy implementation tool in The performance management
perspective is the most widely promoted a multidimensional performance measurement
system that includes financial, this tool can provide a good starting point for strategy
implementation. The Role of Performance Measurement Systems in Strategy
Organisationals performance is the measure of standard that strategy implementation
influences organisation performance where organization .. Organization design can be
considered to be a strategic tool for executing business strategy. Using Strategy Mapping to
Drive Performance - CIMA This step-by-step performance measurement guide will assist
performance indicators to strengthen current program and strategy The project is delivered to
effect change and should be implemented in line with the program implementation plan The
utility of performance information is limited if it is not Performance measurement and
organizational effectiveness The challenges in implementing performance measurement arise
in the .. scorecard as a strategic measurement tool and the various quality programs that
Effective Performance Management with the - ResearchGate In doing so, they have not
addressed a fundamental question: are performance measurement systems mere tools to
implement strategy, or could they play an organisations strategy is successfully implemented.
It is about Performance measurement is an important tool of strategic analysis. Stakeholders
will get a
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